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Gem Notes

By Dr. Cigdem Lule, FGA, GG (GIA)

During a December trip to the 2012
GIT Conference in Bangkok,

Thailand, the author purchased several
blue stones claimed to be (Cobalt) Co-
glass filled sapphires. General observation
seemed to confirm the blue sapphire color
with a fairly transparent look. Microscopy
during standard gem testing revealed an
apparent bright blue filling in the fractures.
Flash effect (Figure 1) and contraction
bubbles (Figure 2) were also readily appar-
ent. Although the flash effect is weaker
than the glass and ruby composites com-
monly seen in the market, both examples
share similar structure. This material was
our first experience with the new genera-
tion of glass filled and corundum compos-
ite material that was reported by the GIT in
May of 2012.
Based on these samples, identification

of Co-Glass and Sapphire Composite
should pose no challenge to trade profes-
sionals as long as magnification is used.
Contraction bubbles and unusually blue
irregular fractures are typical. RI readings
can be varied, although those taken of
these specimens were close to corundum.
Since this is a composite material, checking the stone
with a polariscope would reveal the amorphous content
by remaining light under crossed filters all the time. Also,
examination aided by a dichroscope will not give the typ-
ical pleochroic colors of blue sapphire, if any dicroism is
observed, due to glass content.
Gemworld sent samples to Christopher Smith,

President of AGL New York, for further tests. As a result
of these advanced tests, AGL issued a lab alert ahead of
the AGTA Tucson Gem Show. In the press release Smith
states that, “Primarily, cobalt has been added to the chem-
ical composition of the lead-glass to infuse an intense
blue coloration in these stones. The lead-glass used to 

treat ruby rough had a golden color. When that particular
composition of lead-glass was used to treat low-grade
blue sapphire rough though, the resulting color of the
stone was dingy and unattractive. The blue color induced
with cobalt added to the lead-glass in the present stones
is more attractive and similar to the appearance of a typ-
ical blue sapphire color.”
Gemworld staff purchased more of this material at the

GJX Show in Tucson from a stone dealer based in
Bangkok. The stones were sold with full disclosure.
Although the material was not prevalent during the show,
it is expected to enter the market in greater quantities as
the year progresses. u
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Figure 1. Flash
effect is weaker in
Co-glass and sap-
phire composite.
Here, a faint blue
flash is seen.
Courtesy of AGL.

Figure 2. Prominent
contraction bubbles
within Co-glass and
sapphire composite.
Courtesy of AGL
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